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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are true concerning buffer states as shown
in GV$BH.STATUS in Oracle 12c RAC?
A. A PI block image may exist for a specific database block in
only one instance.
B. An XCUR image is not downgraded to a SCUR image for shipping
to another instance until commits occur for updated rows on the
block.
C. An XCUR block image may exist for a specific database block
in only one instance.
D. A CR image may get served from one instance to another to
satisfy a read request.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
A: xcur is a RAM block that has been acquired in exclusive
current mode. According the Oracle documentation, if a buffer
state is exclusive current (XCUR), an instance owns theresource
in exclusive mode.
B: cr mode indicates a "cloned" RAM block (a "stale" block),
that was once in xcur mode. The instance has shared access to
the block and can only perform reads. The cr state means the
owning instance can perform a consistent read of the block, if
the instance holds an older version of the data.
References:http://www.dba-oracle.com/t_v$bh_status_free_buffer_
blocks.htm

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have 20 devices that connect to an Azure IoT hub.
You open Azure Monitor as shown in the exhibit. (Click the
Exhibit tab.)
You discover that telemetry is not being received from five IoT

devices.
You need to identify the names of the devices that are not
generating telemetry and visualize the dat a. What should you
do first?
A. Configure diagnostics for Routes and stream the logs to
Azure Event Hubs.
B. Configure diagnostics for Connections and send the logs to
Azure Log Analytics.
C. Add the Telemetry messages sent metric and archieve the logs
to an Azure Storage account.
D. Add the Number of throttling errors metric and archive the
logs to an Azure storage account.
Answer: B
Explanation:
To log device connection events and errors, turn on diagnostics
for IoT Hub. We recommend turning on these logs as early as
possible, because if diagnostic logs aren't enabled, when
device disconnects occur, you won't have any information to
troubleshoot the problem with.
Sign in to the Azure portal.
Browse to your IoT hub.
Select Diagnostics settings.
Select Turn on diagnostics.
Enable Connections logs to be collected.
For easier analysis, turn on Send to Log Analytics
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/bs-cyrl-ba/azure/Iot-hub/iot-hub-tro
ubleshoot-connectivity

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You support desktop computers that have Windows 7 Enterprise
installed. All computers are configured with system protection
on drive C and with a backup task that runs daily at midnight.
One of the users reports that in the morning she has installed
a new version of a browser. After the installation, a follower
that has favorite shortcuts was replaced with new content.
You need to restore the most recent version of the folder that
contains the user data.
What should you do? (To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in
the correct order).
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
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